August 12, 2018

(Between derby heats)
Each age group will run a heat of no less than five minutes. After the heat the kids will race from one end of the arena to
the other to determine the winner. First place for each heat will receive a trophy. If we can get enough participation,
next year we will be able to get more prizes for the kids. Other Power Wheel Derby’s have used balloons, but we have
heard that doesn’t always work especially with the size difference in the power wheels. However, if you want to tie
balloons to the rear bumper and to the tires to give a crash or a blown tire sound affect you are more than welcome to do
so. If you would like to tie a balloon or a water balloon to the front of the power wheel to simulate a radar hose break
you are also welcome to do so.
You can bring the entry form with you to the derby. After the last slop heat we will call for the Power Wheel Derby
Participates to line up. I would like it if you would please text me the name and age group of your child beforehand so we
can get a feel of how many participants we will have. 308.763.1765
Rules:
1. Any regular electric Power Wheel is allowed. No 4 wheeler type vehicles allowed. Child's legs must be in a
compartment. Ride in not ride on!

2. Kids 4-9 years of age may participate. There are two age groups: 4-6 and 7-9
3. Helmets must be worn, bicycle helmet is ok.
4. The vehicle is allowed to have UP TO a 12 volt lawn mower battery, which cannot be mounted in the
passenger seat and battery must be secured and sealed away from the child.
5. No Passengers.
6. Tires may be covered in duct tape to prevent them from breaking.
7. Motor must remain stock. The only modification you may use and will be allowed is using a lawn mower
battery.
8. Decorative changes can be made to the Power Wheel to make it look like a derby car, however, there can
be no reinforcement to the power wheel. Changes and additions are only decorative--example: header pipes
sticking up, painting the car, etc.
9. At all times remember that this is for kids! Don't add something that could cause them not to be in the
derby. You could have a disappointed child if not allowed to run.
10. Call if you have questions. Mandy 763-1765
Name____________________________________________________Age____________
Address__________________________________________________________________
Derby Number__________
Parent(s) Name_________________________________________________________
Parent (s) phone number______________________________________________

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Office Use: Minor Release statement signed?______________ Has car been inspected?________________

